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Abstract 
We propose a magnetization reversal model to explain the perpendicular switching of a single 
ferromagnetic layer induced by an in-plane current. Contrary to previously proposed reversal 
mechanisms that such magnetic switching is directly from the Rashba or spin Hall effects, we 
suggest that this type of switching arises from the current-induced chirality dependent domain 
wall motion. By measuring the field dependent switching behaviors, we show that such 
switching can also be achieved between any two multidomain states, and all of these switching 
behaviors can be well explained by this model. This model indicates that the spin Hall angle in 
such structures may be overestimated and also predicts similar switching behaviors in other 
ferromagnetic structures with chiral domain walls or skyrmions. 
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I. Introduction 
Spin-orbit (SO) torques arising from the spin Hall effects (SHE) and Rashba effect have 
attracted considerable attentions recently because they provide an alternative way to switch 
magnetization as well as drive domain wall (DW) motions
1–5
. Compared with conventional spin 
transfer torques (STTs), they do not need another ferromagnetic layer as a spin polarizer and the 
high driving current density does not need to cross the tunnel barrier
6,7
. However, there are many 
debates on the SO torque induced magnetization dynamics, for example, whether the spin Hall 
torque (SHT) from SHE 
4,5
 or Rashba effect
3
 is the dominant source to induce the magnetic 
switching. Even for the basic magnetic switching mechanism, it is still not well established. It 
was first assumed that there was an equivalent effective perpendicular field related with the in-
plane Rashba field 
3
, and then suggested that there should be a large SHT from the adjacent 
heavy metal layer 
4,5
, driving the magnetic switching. Particularly for the SHT model, the authors 
have built a macrospin model by considering SHT and all possible field torques 
5
, and have also 
observed the opposite switching directions by changing the sign of spin Hall angle 
4,5
. However, 
both the current-induced perpendicular and collinear in-plane effective fields can be observed in 
such structures 
8,9
, which cannot be explained solely by SHT. On the other hand, the chirality 
dependent DW motion shows that the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) also 
plays a crucial role in the current induced magnetization dynamics 
1,2
. Furthermore, the 
macrospin model cannot explain why the critical current density for magnetization reversal (Jc) 
strongly depends on the DW pinning strength 
10
. 
In this paper, we propose another reversal mechanism of the SO torque induced 
perpendicular switching based on the current induced chirality dependent DW motion. We 
suggest that the injected in-plane current simultaneously nucleates domains and drives DW 
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motions in these structures, and the applied in-plane field plays the role to selectively modulate 
DW motions. We have experimentally demonstrated that this model can fully explain all the 
external field dependent switching behaviors and have revealed the relationship between Jc and 
DW motion.  
II. Perpendicular switching model based on current-induced domain nucleation and 
expansion 
There are three essential conditions for this model: (1) a sufficiently large current that can 
induce domain nucleation and finally drive magnetization to a stable equilibrium state with 50% 
up (↑) and down (↓) domains; (2) the sufficiently large current can drive DW motion; (3) the up-
down () DW and down-up () DW motions can be separately modulated by an applied 
external field. Figure 1 schematically illustrates this model. For an initial uniformly magnetized 
state (Fig. 1(a)), an injected current breaks the uniform state by nucleating random domains (Fig. 
1(b)). When the current is large enough, the magnetization achieves a steady multidomain state 
with equal ↑ and ↓ domain areas, and meanwhile, the current drives DWs moving at the same 
velocity (Fig. 1(c)). When applying an external field, one type DW ( or ) motion is 
promoted and another type DW motion is suppressed, depending on the current and field 
directions (Fig. 1(d) and (e)). Therefore, the steady multidomain state with equal ↑ and ↓ domain 
areas will be broken and the total magnetization exhibits an orientation preference. With 
increasing the external field, the velocity difference between two type ( or ) DWs becomes 
more pronounced, and one orientation domains are expanded and another orientation domains 
are contracted. Because the large applied current favors to form a 50% ↑ and ↓ domain state as 
required by condition (1), a reversal domain will nucleate immediately within an expanded 
domain to keep equal ↑ and ↓ domain areas once the expanded domain area exceeds a critical 
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value. However, as shown in Part IV, if the velocity difference becomes large enough that the 
reversal domain cannot nucleate, it will be expected one orientation domains are completely 
annihilated and the magnetization is under a dynamic uniformly magnetized state. In this case, 
the magnetization can be easily reversed by changing the current or external field directions. 
Hereafter, we will show that the three conditions can be fully satisfied in heavy 
metal/ferromagnet/oxide (HM/FM/MO) multilayer structures. 
 
FIG.1. Schematic illustration of perpendicular switching mechanism based on current-induced domain 
nucleation and expansion. (a) A uniformly magnetized initial state. (b) An injected current induces some random 
domains within the ferromagnet and simultaneously drives DW motions. (c) Under a sufficiently large current, the 
random domain nucleation state evolves to a stable ‘dynamic equilibrium state’ with 50% ↑ and ↓ domains. (c, d) An 
in-plane field collinear with current flow direction breaks the 50% ↑ and ↓ domain state by modulating ↑↓ and ↓↑ 
DW velocities, and the domains are expanded or contracted depending on the current and field directions. The arrow 
on the DWs indicates its velocity. 
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For the first condition, as shown below, we experimentally demonstrate that, without any 
external fields, a large current can break a uniform magnetization state by forming 50% ↑ and ↓ 
domains in HM/FM structures. Generally, the current-induced domain nucleation can be caused 
by Joule heating and current-induced spin torques
11–14
. However, by monitoring the sample 
resistance change during the applied current pulses, we show that the current-induced 
temperature rise is only several K, which cannot dominate the domain nucleation process. On the 
other hand, as shown below, the thermal effect cannot explain the current direction dependent 
results. Therefore, we tend to believe that the spin torques dominate the domain nucleation 
process. Early STT theories have shown that a large current always induces the instability of a 
uniform magnetization, and the instability will trigger reversal domain nucleation
11–14
. 
Consequently, under the large current, if a uniformly magnetized area is larger than a critical 
value, there will be a reversal domain formed immediately to stabilize the magnetization, 
resulting in a steady multidomain state with equal ↑ and ↓ domains. In a normal FM, the current-
induced magnetization instability arises from conventional STTs
11–14
, but in HM/FM/MO 
structures, SHT and DMI must also be involved in the domain nucleation process. The 
investigation of the detailed domain nucleation mechanism in these HM/FM/MO structures is 
beyond the scope of this paper. However, as demonstrated by the following experimental results, 
one thing is clear that the large current can eventually make the magnetization evolve to a stable 
‘dynamic equilibrium state’ with equal ↑ and ↓ domain areas, which is the crucial process for the 
following controllable magnetization behaviors. It is called a ‘dynamic equilibrium state’, 
because once the uniformly magnetized area (a domain) becomes larger than a critical value, a 
reversal domain will be immediately formed within the domain to keep the same ↑ and ↓ domain 
areas. As mentioned above, this occurs because equal ↑ and ↓ domain areas can stabilize the 
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magnetization under a large current. In previous works, there is no significant domain nucleation 
process observed in these structures when investigating the current driven DW motion
1,2
, thus the 
critical current for domain nucleation must be larger than that for driving DW motion, which 
indicates that, once a domain forms, the DWs must be moved immediately driven by the injected 
current. This is for condition (2).  
For condition (3), it has also shown that an external field collinear with current flow 
direction can modulate  and  DW motions oppositely in FM/HM structures 1,2. This is due 
to the unique chirality dependent DW motions in these structures, which can be explained by the 
combination of SHT and DMI 
1,2
. As we expected, the external field increases one type ( or 
)  DW velocity and decreases or even reverses another type DW velocity. As mentioned 
above, the selectively control behaviors must lead to one type domain (↑ or ↓) expanded and 
another type domain (↓ or ↑) contracted. On the other hand, the DW motion in these structures 
has much higher and even opposite velocity compared with that in usual FM 
1,2,15,16
. This high 
DW velocity provides the possibility to completely annihilate one orientation domains during the 
current-induced domain motion by applying a modulation field. It should be mentioned that if 
the applied modulation field cannot solely change magnetization states, the dynamic 
magnetization state will be non-volatile after removal of the injected current. 
III. Experimental results 
To verify this model, we fabricated typical Pt(2.5)/Co(0.6)/AlOx(1.6) structures by dc 
magnetron sputtering and plasma oxidation, where the number inside parentheses is the thickness 
in unit of nm. The samples were obtained by plasma oxidizing Pt(2.5)/Co(0.6)/Al(1.6) 
multilayers deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates. After plasma oxidization, the samples were annealed 
in high vacuum at 493 K for 40 mins. The samples were then patterned into Hall bar structures 
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with a width of 2.5 µm. After that, the Ta(5)/Cu(200) electrodes were deposited for electrical 
measurements. The magnetization states were detected by the anomalous Hall effect. The 
anomalous Hall resistance (RH), which is proportional to the net perpendicular magnetization of 
FM (Mz), was measured by a 50 µA constant current. The applied current was injected by a 20 µs 
current pulse with a tunable amplitude, and the real injected current (Ip) was also measured 
simultaneously. The experimental setup is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a). The positive Ip 
corresponds to the current direction along +x direction. In all measurements, we first injected a 
20 μs current pulse and then applied a 50 μA dc current immediately for measuring RH. We 
define η↑(↓)=S↑(↓)/(S↓+ S↑) as the ratio of ↑(↓) domains, where S↑(↓) is the total area of ↑(↓) 
domains in xy plane. Therefore, RH is proportional to (η↑-η↓). All of the measurements were 
performed at room temperature. 
We confirmed the sample with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) by measuring 
RH under a perpendicular magnetic field (Bz). Figure 2(a) shows the measured RH as a function of 
Bz. The 100% remanence indicates that the uniformly magnetized state was retained after 
removal of Bz, confirming the existence of PMA. To demonstrate the applied current can induce 
the 50% ↑ and ↓ domain states, we first initialized the magnetization to uniformly magnetized ↑ 
or ↓ states by a perpendicular field, and then injected a series of current pulses after removal of 
the perpendicular field. After each pulse injection, RH was measured immediately. The amplitude 
of injected current pulse was gradually increased until a constant RH value was achieved, and 
then was decreased, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 2(b). Figure 2(b) shows the measured RH as a 
function of Ip. When -4.24 mA < Ip < 4.24 mA, no significant change of RH is observed. With 
increasing Ip, the value of RH begins to decrease, and finally reaches a constant value near 0 Ω 
when the value of Ip exceeds the critical value of 6.95 mA. The stable RH then cannot be changed 
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whether increasing or decreasing Ip. All of these measurement results can be remarkably 
reproducible, which excludes the possibility that the sample is broken by the applied current and 
indicates that the decreasing RH is due to the domain nucleation. We choose Ic = 4.24 mA as the 
critical current for domain nucleation. The final stable state with RH ≈ 0 Ω indicates that the film 
was filled by 50% ↑ and ↓ domains under the large current injection, which is consistent with our 
expectation. The corresponding current density of Ic is about 5.47×10
11
 A/m
2
, which is much 
larger than the critical current for depinning DWs in similar structures 
1,2
, further confirming that 
the injected current not only induces domain nucleation but also simultaneously drives DW 
motion. Because all DWs have the same velocity without external field 
1,2
, the formed domains 
are under the ‘dynamic equilibrium state’ with η↑(↓) = 50% when Ip is larger than 6.95 mA. 
 
FIG.2. (a) RH as a function of perpendicular field. The inset schematically illustrates the measurement setup. 
(b) The measured RH after each current pulse injection as a function of Ip without external fields. The magnetization 
was first initialized to ↑ (top panel) or ↓ (bottom panel) state by a perpendicular field before each measurement. The 
amplitude of injected pulse was first increased until a constant RH was achieved, and then was decreased, as 
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indicated by arrows. (c, d) The measured RH after each current pulse injection under different Bx with initialized (c) 
↑ or (d) ↓ states. 
 
It is shown that the DWs in these structures are the Néel type DWs with left-hand 
chirality, and an applied external field collinear with current flow direction has opposite effects 
on the  and  DW motions 1,2. For a positive current, the applied field at the +x direction (Bx) 
will suppress  DW motion and promote  DW motion, and thus a positive Bx will expand  
domain and contract  domain as mentioned above. The expansion and contraction effects are 
opposite either for reversal current or field directions. To demonstrate the expansion and 
contraction effects, we measured the current induced domain nucleation under Bx. We also first 
applied a perpendicular field to initialize the magnetization and then measured RH after each 
current pulse injection under Bx. Fig. 2(c) and (d) show the measured RH as a function of Ip under 
different Bx with initialized ↑ and ↓ states, respectively. Because of the strong PMA of our 
sample, there is no significant magnetization tilt induced by Bx up to 20 mT, as shown in Fig. 2(c) 
and (d), when the value of Ip is smaller than about 4 mA. Similar to Fig. 2(b), the increasing 
injected current also induces the domain nucleation, but the final stable RH varies dramatically. It 
now stabilizes at a positive or negative value, instead of 0 Ω as shown in Fig. 2(b), depending on 
the applied field strength and direction. The final stable RH does not depend on the initialized 
magnetization state and is opposite for either reversal field or reversal current flow direction. 
Whether for ↑ or ↓ initialization states, the same final states are obtained for the same current and 
field. We also measured the current induced domain nucleation from other initialization states 
and observed the same results.  
Fig. 3(a) shows the final stable RH as a function of Bx. The stable RH was measured after 
injecting a current pulse whose amplitude is larger than the critical value of 6.95 mA at each Bx. 
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Bx was changed from -140 mT to 140 mT with a step of 5 mT and then back to -140 mT. Fig. 3(a) 
presents four curves when Ip = ±7.73 mA and ±8.72 mA. No hysteresis-like behavior is observed 
in these RH versus Bx loops, further confirming that the final stable magnetization state does not 
depend on the initial sates. No difference between Ip = ±7.73 mA and ±8.72 mA loops confirms 
that the final stable states cannot be changed even by injecting a larger current, and also indicates 
that the Joule heating related thermal effects can be ignored. As mentioned above, the ignorable 
thermal effects were also confirmed by monitoring the sample resistance increase during current 
pulse duration. The final stable RH gradually changes near 0 mT and finally approaches the 
saturation value when Bx is larger than 40 mT. All of these results are completely consistent with 
our model and support the case of left-hand chiral DW motions in Ref. 1. As mentioned in Ref. 1, 
for the structures with left-hand chiral DWs, a positive Bx will expand  domains for a positive 
current and expand ↑ domains for a negative current. For a negative Bx, the orientation of 
expanded domains will be reversed. These current induced domain behaviors under Bx are 
clearly presented in Fig. 3(a). The gradually changing RH near 0 mT is due to the gradually 
changing velocity difference between ↑↓ and ↓↑ DWs induced by Bx. When Bx is larger than 40 
mT, the velocity difference becomes large enough that the reversal domains cannot nucleate, and 
thus the magnetization reaches a dynamic uniformly magnetized state. A little decrease of RH 
value in high field region is due to the in-plane field induced magnetization tilt.  
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FIG.3. (a) The measured RH after a current pulse injection as a function of applied Bx when Ip = ±7.73 mA 
and ±8.72 mA. The solid lines are the fitting results by Eq. (6). (b) The measured RH after each current pulse 
injection as a function of Ip under a fixed Bx. 
 
Because the final stable state does not depend on the initial sates, the magnetization can 
be reliably operated between any two stable states by controlling the current flow directions and 
external fields. Fig. 3(b) shows the magnetization switching between two stable states by 
sweeping Ip at a fixed Bx. RH was also measured after each current pulse. For Bx = ±10 mT, the 
switching is only between two multidomain states, while for Bx = ±70 mT, the magnetization can 
be switched between uniformly magnetized ↑ and ↓ states. The field and current flow direction 
dependences of the magnetization switching consist with previously reported perpendicular 
switching 
3–5
, and the stable RH values under large current injections are also the same as those in 
Fig. 3(a). 
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IV. One-dimensional model for perpendicular switching  
To get a more quantitative description of the current-induced perpendicular switching, we 
develop a simple one-dimensional analytical model by considering SHT and DMI effective fields. 
As mentioned above, without external fields, a sufficient large current favors to form the 50% ↑ 
and ↓ domain state, and if there is a domain larger than a critical value, a reversal domain will 
nucleate immediately within the domain. Considering a one-dimensional model, we assume that 
the critical length (along the wire long axis) that a domain can keep stable under the large current 
is 0L  and the reversal domain nucleation time is τ. In absent of an external field, all  and  
DWs
 
are driven by the current to move at the same velocity and η↑(↓) keeps at 50%. When Bx is 
applied, the velocities of  and  DWs will be altered oppositely, and one orientation domains 
will be expanded and another orientation domains will be contracted. If we assume Bx does not 
influence the reversal domain nucleation process, the largest length of expanded domain will be 
BB vLL  0 , where Bv is the velocity difference between  and  DWs, and RH ∝ (η↑-η↓) 
= 0/2 LvB .  
 We use the well-established one-dimensional current-induced DW motion model
 2
 to 
investigate the Bx induced Bv . The interfacial DMI can be described as an effective field along x 
direction, which has the same magnitude but opposite signs for  and  DWs 1,2. There are 
two parameters, the position X(t) and the conjugate momentum Φ(t), describing DW motions, 
where Φ(t) is defined as the in-plane angle with respect to the +x direction. The corresponding 
equations without pinning field under Bx are given by 
2
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where wdw is the DW width, Bk is the shape anisotropy field, α is the Gilbert damping, γ is the 
gyromagnetic ratio, and sB eMPJu /  is conventional adiabatic STT.  is a dimensionless 
constant related with non-adiabatic STT,  J is the current density, P is the spin polarization of the 
current, e is the electron charge, μB is the Bohr magneton, and Ms is the saturation magnetization. 
FsSHSHE teMJB 2/ is SHT, where 2/h and h is the Planck constant, SH  is the spin Hall 
angle, and tF is the thickness of FM, and BDMI is the DMI effective field. 
For the steady state and small values of Φ, an analytical expression of DW velocity is 
given by 
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where +/- applies for 0  or  , respectively. Thus, Bx induced velocity difference 
between  and  DWs can be written as follows: 
kSHE
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DMIxdw
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B
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where DMIB  with the same magnitude but opposite signs are chosen for  and  DWs. We 
also ignore the conventional STT contribution to the velocity difference because no velocity 
difference was observed in previous works when Bx = 0 mT 
1,2
. Since 
mT75mT48
22


SHEB is much large than mT5.1mT151.0 kB  by using T3.10 sM ,
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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1.0SH ,
-27 cmA 109J , nm6.0Ft , and 1.0
1,2,17
, 
xB
v is simplified to be xdwBw . 
However, due to the pinning field and the instability of DWs like Walker breakdown in 
conventional STT driven DW motion 
17,18
, the velocity difference will have a saturated value of 
xthdwMax Bwv  , where xthB is the threshold field at which xBv reaches the saturation value.  
To reflect these conditions, 
xB
v can be written as 
)
2
(Arctan2
xth
x
xthdwB
B
B
Bwv
x

  
where xdwB Bwv x  when xthx BB  , and
xthdwMaxxB
Bwvv  when xthx BB  .  
By considering Bx induced magnetization tilt,  
2
0
2 )(1)
2
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x
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MH
B
B
B
B
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B
B
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

  
where )/(Arcsin sxM MM is the magnetization tilt angle from z axis and kPMAB is the 
perpendicular anisotropy field. This expression indicates that xH BR  when xB is around zero 
and )( xH BR  does not depend on the current density because kSHE BB 


2
. It should be noted 
that it will be possible when MaxB vv x  , 1   . This indicates that when the 
magnetization reaches its saturation value ( 1

 ),
xB
v is still smaller than Maxv . In this 
case, Eq. (6) is still valid, but xthB  should be the threshold field for magnetization reaching its 
saturation value. It should be mentioned that, when the magnetization reaches its saturation value, 
all the reversal domains are completely suppressed. This case happens when 02 Lv xB   , which 
indicates that the expanded domain areas are larger than the nucleated reversal domain areas in 
(6) 
(5) 
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the same time interval. The solid lines shown in Fig. 3(a) are the fitting results by Eq. (6) using
mT23xthB and mT230kPMAB . Here, mT230kPMAB approaches that obtained by measuring 
RH as a function of Bx
19
. Because the magnetization can be completely reversed between two 
uniformly magnetized states in this case, mT23xthB is the threshold field that the 
magnetization reaches saturation. The good fitting results further demonstrate that this model can 
well describe the current induced perpendicular switching. 
V. Discussion and conclusion 
We would like to point out that, although the sample dimensions in previous works were 
about 500 nm × 500 nm and a much short current pulse ( 15 ns) was used, the domain 
nucleation and propagation process proposed here can still occur due to the narrow DWs (typical 
several nanometers) in these ultrathin films and a 6 ns rise time of the injected current pulse 
3
. 
The dependence of Ic on DW pinning strength also confirms our model 
10
. All of these results 
indicate that this type of switching behavior is caused by current-induced domain nucleation and 
subsequent DW motion and is not resulting from coherent switching 
3–5
. Because the domain 
nucleation in these structures can be assisted by other effects 
11–14
, the spin Hall angle calculated 
from Ic by using coherent switching model may be overestimated 
4,5
. 
In conclusion, we have proposed a magnetization reversal model for describing SO 
torque induced perpendicular switching. By measuring the current induced magnetization 
switching under different external fields, we demonstrate that this model can well explain the 
current induced perpendicular switching. This model indicates that this type of switching is not 
directly induced by the Rashba effect or SHE based on a coherent switching process, clarifying 
those debates on the reversal mechanism of SO torque induced perpendicular switching. On the 
16 
 
other side, this model also provides an effective means to reliably control magnetic multidomain 
states in these structures. 
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